
HOSPITALITY & VENUE HIRE



The Western Australian Museum acknowledges and 
respects the Traditional Owners of their ancestral 

lands, waters and skies.
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A stunning new building with deep 
historical roots.

There is no doubt that the WA Museum Boola 
Bardip has become Perth’s new stand-out building. 
Conceived and designed by the international 
architectural consortium of Hassell + OMA, its 
clean lines and dramatic spaces both promise, and 
deliver, exciting experiences. 

Just as impressive is the integration of five of 
Perth’s most extraordinary heritage buildings, all 
of which are ingeniously wrapped into the overall 
design, with seamless connections between them 
and the new buildings. A recent piece in the 
Australian Financial Review congratulated the 
architectural team, stating “The new Museum for 
Western Australia brings together the old and the new 
in a way that takes repurposing heritage buildings to 
new heights.”

Through this mosaic of harmonised spaces, the 
Museum offers endless opportunities for hospitality 
and events of all scales; intimate or dramatic; 
formal or informal; inside or outside; traditional or 
contemporary.



Heyder & Shears

Hospitality has been a passion of Heyder & Shears for over 30 years with the 
company now having provided catering to the Museum for over 16 years. Heyder 
& Shears has earned an enviable reputation for quality and style when it comes 
to private and corporate events and the highly talented and creative team is 
committed to delivering the perfect occasion with exquisite food and faultless 
service.

Heyder & Shears are passionate about the quality and diversity of the produce 
in Western Australia, and their commitment to showcasing this is a cornerstone 
of the company’s philosophy and success. Executive Chef – Stephen Watson 
creates menus evolving with both trends and seasonal availability.

Service offering 

Heyder & Shears will coordinate your event experience at the Museum from 
start to finish. They will be your first point of contact when booking the space 
and will take you through to the execution on the day. The dedicated Events & 
Sales team will guide you through the most suitable space for your event and 
curate a tailored menu and complementing beverage list. In detail, they will 
explain the venue specific logistics, coordinate the setup of lighting, audio visual, 
furniture & equipment included within the hire, as well as the booking of any 
security and cleaning as required.

Heyder & Shears can also assist with additional production, styling and event 
design, or simply coordinate your preferred suppliers. On the day of your 
event Heyder & Shears will have a team on site from bump in through to the 
conclusion of your function. 



CELEBRATIONS  
& MEMORIES



Breakout space

Original frescoes and 
ornate pressed tin 
ceilings throughout

Timber floors 
throughout

Otto the blue whale 
suspended over guests

Stan Perron WA Treasures gallery

Mezzanine levels 
with bookcases
(not accessible)

12
m

42m

12m

JAMES STREET MALL

Hackett Hall  |  Mezzanine level
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Built in 1913 as an extension to the original State Library, Hackett Hall  
is steeped in history. 
Restoration works highlight the ornate pressed tin ceilings, original frescoes and Western 
Australian crafted stonemasonry and carpentry. The mezzanine level showcases the original library 
bookcases and spiral staircases.

Suspended from the central hall is the Museum’s blue whale. Found washed ashore in Busselton in 
1897, this 24-metre skeleton is positioned in a dynamic lunge-feeding position.

On the ground level view the Stan Perron WA Treasures gallery. This unique display features 
treasured objects from the Museum and WA’s other cultural organisations.

Hackett Hall’s grand open space is ideal for everything from weddings to end of year celebrations; 
fully catered banquet dinners to corporate functions.

HACKETT HALL
Mezzanine level

total size 540m2

standing capacity 450

seating capacity 250



Special Exhibitions Gallery  |  Level one

Views to 
State Library

FRANCIS STREET

?

Floor-to-ceiling glass windows offer fantastic views  
to the City Room and the Old Gaol

1

Terrazzo floors 
throughout

Special Exhibitions 
Gallery

2

3

4

5

Floor-to-ceiling 
glass windows

Suits long banquet table
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SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS GALLERY
Level one

The Museum is a place where the local community and global visitors 
gather, to share their understanding of the past, thoughts of the moment 
and ambitions for the future.

Situated on the first floor of the Museum is a 1,000sqm special exhibition gallery, scheduled to 
feature both national and international exhibitions.

The open areas surrounding the gallery feature polished terrazzo floors and floor-to-ceiling 
windows, inviting views of Perth’s cultural centre and the heritage-listed Old Gaol.

Paired with exclusive viewings of the Museum’s latest exhibition, this is a space like no other.

Dimensions Standing capacity

Area 1 45m x 5m 220 persons

Area 2 25m x 6.5m 150 persons

Area 3 23m x 3m 60 persons

Area 4 26m x 5m 120 persons

Area 5 27m x 3.5m 90 persons

total size 681m2

standing capacity 650



Northern terrace  |  Level two

. 
. 

1

2

FRANCIS STREET

Outdoor terrace with 
panoramic views

Lounge with 
versatile/removable 

furniture

Floor-to-ceiling 
windows throughout

Changes Gallery
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NORTHERN TERRACE
Level two

Invite your guests to an exclusive after-hours viewing of the Museum’s 
Origins and Changes permanent exhibitions.

Origins explores science and stories millions of years in the making. See how the land and waters 
that we now call Western Australia have been shaped under a vast and evolving southern sky. 
Moving through Changes, learn how humans have dramatically transformed landscapes revealing 
values and actions of the past, present and future.

Outside the galleries, guests will find a relaxed social space with floor-to-ceiling windows and 
access to an outdoor terrace that looks out from the cultural centre towards the Perth hills.

Ideal for cocktail parties, lectures and corporate functions.

Dimensions Standing capacity

Area 1 17m x 10m 170 persons

Area 2 14m x 2.5m 30 persons

total size 200m2

standing capacity 200



Western terrace  |  Level three

Outdoor terrace  
connects both spaces

Terrace 
balcony with 
sunset views

Floor-to-ceiling 
glass windows

Wild Life Gallery

Signature metal veil
(fitted to outside of building)

Lounge with 
versatile/removable 
furniture

Terrace balcony with 
panoramic views

Floor-to-ceiling glass windows

Tianqi Lithium 
Connections 

Gallery

1

3

4

5
2

MUSEUM STREET
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WESTERN TERRACE
Level three

Rising above Hackett Hall is the Museum’s cantilever gallery. 
Wrapped in a bespoke metal veil, guests are offered privacy while 
enjoying unparalleled views of the city and its surrounds.

This entire level can be utilised with the option to partition areas providing more intimate 
spaces or multiple bars and social areas.

Guests are welcomed to explore the permanent displays on this level, with exclusive 
viewings available for the Museum’s Wild Life and Tianqi Lithium Connections galleries.

Dimensions Standing capacity

Area 1 17m x 10m 150 persons

Area 2 14m x 2.5m 30 persons

Area 3 32m x 2.5m 80 persons

Area 4 32m x 1.5m 40 persons

Area 5 15m x 9m 130 persons

total size 468m2

standing capacity 430



ULTIMATE 
EXPERIENCE
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CITY ROOM
Ground level

Inspired by Nature’s Window in Kalbarri, this soaring space is a 
dramatic interface between the Museum and the Perth Cultural 
Centre providing a unique events and performance venue.

This open-air area with moveable seating and a backdrop of the historic Old Gaol is partially 
enveloped by a 15 metre copper-look soffit ceiling.

Opening out into the cultural centre, the City Room has been thoughtfully designed to 
accommodate large community events including festivals, concerts, dinners and markets.

total size 650m2

standing capacity 870



35
m

25m

Lobby adjoining 
Learning Studios

Entrance from the 
State Library

JAMES STREET MALL

Seating  
& landscaping

Undercover area 
(within dotted line)

Historic 
Grapevine

The Old Gaol

Museum Foyer  
& Welcome Desk

City room  |  Ground level



ACCESS ALL AREAS



Host your own night at the Museum by booking 
complete after-hours access.

With fully licensed areas, onsite caterers, eight 
permanent gallery displays and special touring 
exhibitions, this is the ultimate cultural experience.

STANDING CAPACITY  |  3000



LEARNING, CREATIVITY 
& DISCOVERIES



JAMES STREET MALL

Woodside learning studios  |  Ground level

Permanent wall

STUDIO 3 STUDIO 2 STUDIO 1

City Room

LOBBY

Studio furniture  
layout options
(others available)

Retractable wall

Retractable wall
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The three Woodside Learning Studios have been purpose-built for meetings, workshops and 
school excursions. Each space is fitted with audio visual equipment and modular furniture 
to provide versatility.

The wall connecting Studio One and the Lobby is retractable, creating a breakout space for 
socialising and refreshments. The wall between Studio Two and Studio Three can also be 
retracted if a larger space is required.

Dimensions Seated capacity

Studio 1 100m2 40 persons

Studio 1 & Lobby 230m2 200 standing

Studio 2 80m2 20 persons

Studio 3 100m2 40 persons

Studio 2 & 3 180m2 60 persons

WOODSIDE LEARNING STUDIOS
Ground level

total size 80m2 - 230m2

standing capacity 20 - 60





   info@heydershears.com.au    

   (08) 9221 4110

heydershears.com.au

FOR BOOKING ENQUIRIES  
CONTACT HEYDER & SHEARS




